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WizyEMM saves Chronopost and my 

team time and money by simplifying 

the management of our 

business-critical mobile solutions. 

The Challenge

The end of life support for Windows CE devices in 2018 was a challenge. In 2017, Chronopost was looking to 
replace their old Windows fleet with new Android Enterprise devices. However, their existing mobility management 
provider had outdated technology and was becoming too complex and expensive for the value brought. 
Chronopost was looking for a next generation cloud Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) solution which could 
meet their needs while remaining simple to use and cost effective.

 

The Solution

By the end of 2017, Chronopost selected WizyEMM to support them on their migration from Windows CE to 
Android Enterprise. WizyEMM brought new reliable EMM capabilities at a lower cost, focused on Android 
Enterprise. As a result, Chronopost was able to deploy  10.000 Zebra TC 56 Android Enterprise devices in a record 
time, and configure them easily with WizyEMM intuitive cloud console.

The Results

For Chronopost, the benefits of next-generation cloud EMM are incredible. Configuring devices through their old 
EMM console used to require extensive training just to get started - hours and hours of effort. Now, Chronopost is 
able to distribute their private work applications in a few clicks with their integrated managed Google Play store. 
Additionally, WizyEMM?s self-servicing dashboarding system allows Chronopost to easily create dashboarding to 
track device health, call logs and connectivity status. These insights are then used to take actions in the field, 
such as sharing best-practices around device health with delivery drivers. 

Customer case study | Chronopost

Chronopost teams up with WizyEMM to deliver 50'000 parcels every day
A member of DPDgroup, Chronopost provides express shipping and delivery service both domestically in France and internationally.
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